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Cloudrise accelerates growth in 2021 by closing out their seed round of funding, recruiting new

talent to their board of directors, fostering core partnerships, and delivering best-in-class data

protection and automation services to their customers.

Since launching the company in October of 2019, Cloudrise has delivered 100+ data protection

services projects to over 60 customers globally, including several Fortune 50 enterprises. As they

continue to exceed revenue targets and the momentum builds, Cloudrise is investing significantly

to expand their service delivery and research and development teams, raising the bar for data

protection and automation.

In May, Cloudrise secured additional capital to help to fund further growth and innovation.

Stormbreaker Ventures is a key investor that helped enable Cloudrise to close the seed round of

investment funding. Said Mia, Managing Partner at Stormbreaker, commented: “Cloudrise’s vision of

redefining data protection through automation is unmatched in this space and we are confident

their innovative drive, coupled with Stormbreaker’s investment, will propel the team into their next

phase of growth. We look to partner with high-velocity companies that build effectively and

efficiently, and Cloudrise's approach to date has been the best of both."

With success comes the need to add more talent to the Board of Directors. A Partner at Greater

Colorado Venture Fund, Marc Nager also co-founded Startup Weekend, was CEO of UP Global,

and Chief Community Officer at Techstars. Marc not only brings a wealth of experience to the

board, but his passions for the Western Slope of Colorado align with Cloudrise’s drive to provide

opportunities within their community. “I am honored and excited to join such a passionate and

innovative team. I feel strongly that this team is at the right place, at the right time in the cyber

security space, and we know the Western Slope startup community is going to rally behind the

amazing team they're building in Grand Junction,” said Marc Nager.

Cloudrise is committed to delivering high-value, innovative solutions to their customers. “We are

extremely excited to welcome Marc to the board and Stormbreaker to our investment portfolio.

These partnerships will enable Cloudrise to continue to innovate and provide world-class services

to our customers. We founded Cloudrise on the premise that we want to provide value to our

customers every day – and for us that means maintaining genuine culture, partnering with our

customers, and driving innovation based on business needs”, said Rob Eggebrecht, CEO and co-

founder at Cloudrise.
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About Stormbreaker Ventures

 Stormbreaker Ventures is an early-stage fund focused on capital efficient startups. The firm

believes in a future where venture capital is more equitable, more efficient, and more genuine.

Stormbreaker sees an opportunity within venture capital to be a true partner to its founders, not

just a check that bides time until the next round. With a portfolio of more than 30 companies,

Stormbreaker's partners operate from Silicon Valley, Denver, and Houston.

About Marc Nager

Marc is a Partner at the Greater Colorado Venture Fund and since 2009, Marc has been a leader of

the startup movement around the world. He has built and scaled programs that have served more

than 500,000 entrepreneurs in over 700 cities and 142 countries around the world. At UP Global he

managed a team of nearly 75 people with offices in 5 international locations and oversaw Startup

Weekend, Startup Next, Startup Digest, Startup Week, and Startup America. He's worked with

grassroots and political leaders from around the world as well as executives at many FT500

companies around innovation and entrepreneurship. Originally from the small town of Mammoth

Lakes, CA, Marc now lives in Telluride where he served as the Managing Director for the Telluride

Venture Accelerator. When he is not working to change the state of rural economies, he can be

found out in the mountains.  

 

About CloudriseCloudrise was founded by business and security entrepreneurs with

experience in global markets, successful start-ups, and Fortune 500 companies.

Combining decades of data protection expertise with automation, Cloudrise focuses on

securing data wherever it resides. They assist organizations by assessing, enabling,

automating, and managing their data protection and privacy programs. At Cloudrise, they

are redefining data protection.Cloudrise can be found at www.cloudrise.com or on

LinkedIn.
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